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Abstract
Objective: To determine the effect of manufacturing technique of
temporary imitative crown on the gingiva health.
Material and Methods: The clinical experimental study was
conducted on 10 samples for each the manufacturing technique
of temporary imitative crowns. On sample we conduct clinical
examination by using plaque and gingival indexes, as well as DHE and
scaling at the beginning of the study. And then we count the number
of bacterial colonies by using swab method on the cervical part of the
provisory. Data were analyzed by chi-square test.
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Results: There was an effect between the manufacturing technique of
temporary imitative crown with plaque and gingival indexes and there
was a significant correlation between the manufacturing techniques of
provisory on the gingiva health (p<0.05).
Conclusion: There was an effect between the manufacturing
techniques of the temporary imitative crown on the gingival health.
The manufacturing technique of indirect-direct has minimum effect on
the gingival health.
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Introduction
A person who losses teeth either partial or complete,
but not immediately replaced can cause the mastication process to be less maximal, disruption in
speech, and appearance. Therefore, missing teeth
should be replaced immediately to maintain oral
health optimally.1
The primary goal of dental care, both fixed and
removable dentures are to maintain the health
of teeth that remains with the whole mastication
system in order to function properly. To achieve
this treatment objective, consideration should be
given to several supporting factors, including periodontal factors of support teeth.1
Recently, the use of fixed dentures in the
community is already very popular to replace the
missing natural teeth. The manufacturing of fixed
denture requires the natural teeth to be prepared on
the cervical edge is a part of the preparation stage
that determines the crown success rate.2
Provisory are manufactured to protect teeth
from fractures, protecting the pulp from thermal
sensitivity and bacterial invasion.3 It is an artificial
crown that attached to the prepared tooth before
the permanent crown is manufactured,3 before
the permanent crown is attached the provisory is
very important to be used because it determine the
success of the treatment. It should protect the gingival margins and prevent edge leakage by forming
intimate with the prepared teeth. The materials that

can be used for the manufacture of provisory can be
classified as acrylic, composite and metal.4
This provisory serves to protect dentin, maintain the appearance of teeth, and prevent teeth that
have been prepared experience over-eruption by
maintaining the point of contact and occlusion. In
addition, during its use, the provisory is also used
as a period in a care plan and communication with
a laboratory to determine the clinical success of
a permanent crown. It may only be required for
2-6 weeks or in some situations, but the provisory
must remain in a satisfactory condition in the oral
cavity for 12-18 months.3
In addition, the provisory plays an important
role for the guidance of the fixed crowns and is a
testing period for evaluating function, aesthetics
and phonetics so that the crown can still meet
expectations.4,5
Various techniques are used for manufacturing
provisory such as direct, indirect and combinations. Each technique has different benefits and
number of visits. Provisory with direct technique is
manufactured on a prepared tooth using a matrix
in the mouth.6 There are several material to manufacture the provisory with direct technique includes
polyvinyl siloxane, self-curing acrylic, composite,
or new materials such as BIS-GMA composites.7
The provisory with indirect technique is
manufactured on the working model by using
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the prepared matrix. This technique provides an
opportunity for the patient to rest and allows the
dentist to make a provisory.8
Meanwhile, in combination techniques, the
provisory is manufactured before the tooth is
prepared so that the time at the clinic can be
reduced. This technique involves the laboratory to
make a provisory based on a diagnostic model. The
next step the tooth is prepared then the provisory is
adjusted directly to the lining stage in the mouth.7
Fabricated provisory are available in various
shapes and sizes. However, this provisory requires
some modification, for example relief on internal
part, re-contouring, lining and occlusal adjustment
due to improper morphology and contours.9
In general, the provisory is manufactured in
direct because the manufacturing of provisory in
this technique is more efficient while the indirect is
longer than direct technique because it takes time
for making working model. Combination techniques require a longer time due to the manufacturing of provisory in the laboratory.8
Margin accuracy of the provisory is a requirement for the maintenance of gingival tissue health
and periodontal. This margin accuracy is assessed
by the difference between provisory margin and
preparation end line. The shrinkage of polymerization occurring at the time of manufacturing a
provisory may cause a margin difference. Margin
accuracy of the provisory is very important to
protect teeth from physical, chemical, bacterial,
and heat exposure and to maintain gingival tissue
health.10
The accuracy fit of provisory margin varies
depending on manufacturing techniques and
materials used. Provisory margins that manufactured with indirect techniques are considered to be
more accurate than direct technique.11 Whereas the
provisory is manufactured by using indirect-direct
technique shows better margin accuracy compared
with direct and indirect technique.12
Poor margin accuracy is characterized by gaps in
the margin area causing plaque accumulation. This
plaque leads to gingival inflammatory reactions
and disrupt soft tissue.7 Several studies suggest that
Table 1 Distribution of sample and percentage of variable of the
manufacturing technique of provisory, plaque index,
gingival index
Manufacturing Technique

Plaque Index

Gingiva index

Direct

24 (60%)

15 (37.5%)

Indirect

16 (40%)

20 (50 %)

0 (0%)

5 (12.5%)

Indirect-Direct
Fabricated
Total
134

0 (0 %)

0 (0 %)

40 (100%)

40 (100%)

the use of acrylic restorative materials may lead to
an inflammatory reaction on the gingival tissue.13
The importance of the procedure of manufacturing a provisory, hence a research on the effect
of the manufacturing technique of provisory on the
gingival tissue health conducted.

Material and Methods
This is a planned experimental study by attach
a temporary imitative crown and performed on
patients who had damage to the anterior teeth. It
was conducted in July - November 2016 on one of
the private dentist practices in Makassar.
The population was patients treated by using the
temporary imitative crowns on maxillary anterior
teeth as much as 40, each 10 samples of each manufacturing technique of temporary imitative crown
(direct, indirect, indirect-direct, and fabricated).
To patients, we conduct clinical examination
and count plaque and gingival indexes. The selected
sample is given information and explanation of
what to do and the side effects that can occur
during the study. After that, we conduct clinical
examination, presenting dental health education,
scaling to control sample’ oral hygiene at the
beginning of study, patient is instructed to brush
twice a day, morning after eat and night before
sleep. Furthermore conduct preliminary molding,
tooth preparation that will be manufactured a
crown. Then, manufacture the provisory by using
direct, indirect, indirect-direct and fabricated techniques and inserted by using fletcher cement, and
assessment for retention and stability of provisory.
Clinical examination is to determine plaque and
gingival indexes, sampling the number of bacterial
colonies using swab method on the cervical part of
provisory.
Based on the formula of sample, the number of
samples in this study was determined by 40 samples,
each 10 samples for direct, indirect, indirect-direct
and fabricated techniques.

Results
Characteristics of samples in this study will be
presented in the table 1 and table 2.

Discussion
Provisory manufacturing to protect prepared teeth,
it is an important stage in the manufacture of fixed
denture. Provisory can be made using direct, indirect, and indirect-direct and fabricated techniques.
Each techniques have advantage and disadvantageous. Direct technique is a technique that takes
less time than other manufacturing techniques.14
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Table 2 The relationship of manufacturing technique of provisory on plaque and gingival
indexes manufacturing technique of provisory
Variabel

Direct

Indirect

Ind-direct

Fabricated

Good

5(50%)

7(70%)

8(80%)

4(40%)

Medium

5(50%)

3(30%)

2(20%)

6(60%)

p

Plaque Index

Poor

0(0%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

10(100%)

10(100%)

10(100%)

10(100%)

Healthy

4(40%)

6(20%)

8(80%)

1(10%)

Light Inflammation

5(50%)

2(60%)

2(20%)

7(70%)

Total

0.024

Gingiva Index

Medium Inflammation
Total

1(10%)

2(20%)

0(0%)

2(20%)

10(100%)

10(100%)

10(100%)

10(100%)

0.049

Chi-square test: p<0.05; significant

This technique is very fit for patients who very
busy, so do not have much time to visit the clinic/
hospital. While the indirect-direct technique needs
several time to visit to attach the provisory.
In this study, appear average distribution of
plaque and gingival indexes on indirect-direct technique is smaller than indirect, direct and fabricated
technique. This is due to poor margin accuracy on
direct technique or the presence of a gap in the
margin area. This gap occurs due to distortion at
the time the crown is temporarily removed from
the mouth and shrinkage polymerization caused
by an exothermic reaction during polymerization.14
This gap causes the accumulation of plaque that is
close to the gingival margin. As the results of the
study, the accumulation of plaque more attaches
to direct technique than indirect-direct technique.
This plaque causes a gingival inflammatory reaction
and will cause soft tissue disruption associated with
periodontal disease. The accuracy of the end line
is crucial in order to have esthetic and restoration
values successfully.15
It is in accordance with the results of Ramkumar
et al.10 study which states that provisory with indirect-direct technique shows better margin accuracy
compared with direct and indirect techniques; this
case because the manufacturing of provisory as
conducted at dental laboratory then matched to the
prepared tooth.
The accuracy of margin is the basis for the maintenance of periodontal tissue and the success of
the provisory; a good margin shows no difference
between the provisory margin and the end line of
the preparation tooth.14
The most important consideration during the
manufacture of a provisory by direct technique is
heat produced from the exothermic reaction during
polymerization. This technique of polymerization
reaction takes place in the prepared tooth and the

matrix used. While the indirect technique, polymerization reaction occurs on the prepared tooth
model and the matrix so that the heat produced is
outside the mouth. The indirect-direct combination
technique uses only a thin layer of acrylic used for
reline of provisory that has been manufactured in
the laboratory.14 As well as the fabricated and direct
techniques because the process of manufacturing
takes less time but it is difficult to get the precision
of restoration on the preparation tooth. This instability might create a gap in the cervical area that is
susceptible to plaque attachment.
Flores et al.16 in her study about the effect of
crown margins on periodontal health and the
number of bacteria in humans found an increase in
scores on plaque and gingival indexes. The result of
research shows a relationship between the manufacturing techniques of provisory with the number
of bacterial colonies.
Several studies have reported that the crown
margins stimulate the bacteria re-colonization that
can attack the tooth surface. The bacterial community of dental plaque occurs due to physiological
changes and composition as a result of the environmental stresses produced by the placement of
dental restorations.17
The result of research was also found in
Rawashdeh et al.18 study which states that crown
restoration materials have a significant effect on the
bacterial counts.18
Periodontal disease should be recognized and
treated prior to the manufactures of denture, especially fixed denture, which is fully supported by
the dental support tissue, while the position of the
gum can be used as a guideline for edge position of
perfect fixed denture associated with the aesthetic
factor.19,20
The optimal health of the gingival tissue must
be obtained prior to a fixed denture placement
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procedure and caring during the stage. While,
healthy gingival tissue during the preparation
procedure and slightly trauma will not have an
effect on the gingival tissue.15
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